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ABSTRACT `

Empirical-and theoretical research and a teacher's
own writing experience provide equally valuable resources in the
,composition classroóm. Current research on the composing process
suggests a conceptual 'change from that of a rigid sequence of clearly
demarcated stages to a sore recursive, hierarchically structured
model. Until recently,, the role of invention in writing has been
ignored. One of.the most serious effects of the current/traditional
model of the composing process bas been its negative influence on
students' psychological, expectations and attitudes. The teacher's
function as a role model is critical in introducing students to the
composing process ,by sharing with then a retrospective protocol of
writing experiences; including copies of all scraps,and rough drafts..
Class members can then be asked to write their cwn retrospective
protocols of the processes they follow in composing. Cther methods
include reading anecdotes by professional writers atout their writing
habits and asking ordinary people whose careers involve a fair amount
of writing to talk to students. Student writers peed to be reminded
of the need for flexibility and common sense as they approach the
writing process. Implementing these methods may be impeded by large
composition class loads, the current teaching a ssistañt system,
dependence on part-time staff, and the low regard with which
composition teaching is often held by English instructors. (AEA)
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What do we know about the composing process?. Vntil
recently, any informed teacher or scholar would havé answered
"very littlé indeed." This certainly has been true of one kind
of knowledge--sophisticated empirical and theoretical research.
Fortunately, during the past few years thii dismal situation
has begún to change. There is another kind of knowledge,
however, One that has been available to .us all along--our
experiential knowledge as writers. In this paper I will focus
on the relationship between these two equally critical kinds
of knowledge.
I
Although current research on the composing process must
finally be considered rather primitive--with huge territories
still relatively unexplored and standards of method and evidence
often problematic--certain generalizations seem to hold. The
following writers may disagree on particulars, but their
descriptions of the general shape of the composing process are
surprisingly consistent:
[Thecomposing process] moves forward and backward
between synthesis and analysis. How often this
recycling occurs depends on the writer's commitment,
preparation, and time limitations.1
Stage process models have little to say about the
act of writing itself because they are based not
on a study of the process ofwriting but the product... If we were to study the composing process
from the inside perspective we would see that the
tasks of planning retrieving information, creating
new ideas, producing language, and revising it are

all iritiietely and rather untidily organized
together.
As one composes, one is sumultaneously forced
into a multiplicity of roles--writer, reader,
discoverer, censor, critic, editor; ideas are
constantly being defined, selected,
rejected,
evaluated, organized.3)
The implications of changing our conception of the composing process from that of a fairly rigid sequence of.clearly
demarcated stages to a more recursive, hierarchically structured
model are immense. Obviously, caution in interpreting results
is necessary. Even at this early point,•however, it seems
"clíar--to me, at least--that one of the most serious effects
of the current-traditional model of the composing process has
been its negative influence on students' psychological expectations and attitudes. Suppose you had been given the following
advice, all, gleaned from textbooks currently in use, and had
believed it?
If a writer knows what he wants to do in a piece
of writing and how to do it, this sense of purpose
will lead to the right choices.4
Revision is i process which comes at the end of
theme writing.
Although a short, informal theme can sometimes
be written from a few brief jottingg, most papera
require a more disciplined outline.
You will start by learning how to find a thesis,
which will virtually organize your essay for you
....If you do hot find a thesis, your essay will
be a tour through the miscellaneous.7
What does such advice tell students, implicitly, about

the composing process? All the real, tough work seems to
occur at the beginning, before you begin to write. If you
can only "find" the "right" thesis--a process which must
strike students as something akin to salvation by grace alone-then everything else will be easy. After that, it's a matter
of sticking to your outline and saving an hour or so at the
end to tidy things up. (Tellingly, for all our emphasis on
getting ideas "right" from the very. first, until recently
we've ignored the"role of invention in writing.)
Students who believe what we have told them about composing
yet fail.to approxlaate it in their own experience must feel
that they are burdened with some• secret sin which prevents
them fros gaining access to this obviously semi-divine process.
Students who don't believe us, who know that the neat headings
("find your thesis, sharpen your thesis, believe in your
thesis," etc.$) in the margins of their text have nothing to
do with the way most people write probably become, if they are
able, masters of the canned essay, of Engfish.
Either way, their naive, rigid conception of the composing
process has potentially destructive results. In an important
study of the revision strategies of student And experienced
writers, for example, Nancy Sommers found that the students'
conceptioh of the writing process clearly influenced their
revising habits--largely in negative ways: 'Because they do
not see revision as an activity on the idea level, and

because they feel that 'conception' precedes in a literal
way 'production,' and that they must know before writing what
they want to say, they , thus feel [that] if they

know what they

want to say, then there is little reason for making changes." 9
Sommers goes on to argue that the linear model "functions to
restrict and circumscribe not only the development of their
ideas, but also their ability to change the direction of these
ideas."10 This is in distinct contrast to the strategies of
professional writers, whose revising Sommers describes as a
"recursive process with different levels of attention and
different agenda for each cycle." 11

II
It seems, then, that students do have assumptions airut
the composing process--assumptions derived from our texts and
our teaching--and that these may often impede, rather than
improve, their chances of writing well. What can we do a0'ut
.'.this? Although anyone who has surveyed our current crop of
textbooks realizes that most need major revision we must be
wary: 'canonizing a new model of the composing process too
quickly could be just as damaging as leaving texts exactly as
they are. For though, as I have argued, the general shape of
a model seems to be emerging, a great deal of research remains
before we can describe it with much precision or authority.
Cooper and Odell's Research on Composing: Points of Departure,

for example, is a vast compendium of unanswered questions
about the composing,process.12
And many difficult pedagogical questions remain. How'
Can you teach a complex process without oversimplifying?
What is the difference between simplifying and oversimplifying?
How do you teach what seems to be'a pon-linear, recursive,
hierarchically ordered process within the very linear time
constraints of the number of minutes in a classroom period,
the number of sessions in a term? Even after wehavé reached
of the composing proceaa,
some degree of consensus on model
a
these and related pedagogical problems will continue to demand •
our attention. •
This is precisely where the significance of the second '
kind of knowledge I mentioned earlier--our experiential knowledge
as writers, our personal, knowledge (As Michael Polanyi would
say)--becomes clear. I do not intend to diminish the importance
of work on the composing process, which is one of the most
critical areas of research in composition studies today, when
I agree with Michael Polanyi that no methodology or model,
however rigorous and explicit, will ever be able to specify
fully a complex activity such as writing.
Although I do not entiraly agree with Polanyi's statement
that "all arts are learned by intelligently imitating. the way
they are practised by other persons in whom the learner paces

his confidence, "13 I do believe that the teacher's function as
a role model is critical. This does not mean that students
should slavishly ape their teacher's style. Rather, it implies
that the teacher demonstrate to students how one who cares
deeply about language and writing acts--what questions she
asks, how he approaches a difficult problem. When our students
come to us from a largely visual, rather than a literary,
society such a function may become particularly central.
III
There are a number of more specific methods which teachers
Can use to introduce students to the composing process. These
represent attempts, first of all, to,enrich students' assumptions
about the process of writing, to give them 'a more accurate
sense of its general shape. Because empirical and theoretical
knowlédge is still incomplete, I always speak tentatively,
urging students to develop working hypotheses based not only
on our clíss discussions, but on their own experiences and
those of their peers as well. I also emphasize the enormous
variety of particular, or local, strategies that individual
writers use, encouraging them to become more introspective
about their own writing 'habits so they cah begin to make

about what does and does not work for them.
discriminations
The most general strategy, as I have suggested, is to
present yourself as a working writer--or more accurately, to

be a working writer. This doesn't mean that you have to write
fiction, poetry, or professional articles. As we 4o often
tell our students, anyone-who writes letters, memos,'reports,
proposals, etc. is a writer. I don't talk about my writing
very often, just when it seems relevant. I try to emphasize
that I consider myself "in process," improving in sóme ways,
still confused and uncertain in others., just like my students.
For the past two,years I have written a retrospective
protocol, or analysis, of most of my important writing experiences. To do so I jot notes about what seems to be happening
as I write and try to keep my 'scraps and drafts In order.
After the project is completed, I describe and comment on the
whole process. It's also possible to use a tape recorder as
you write; this is the technique researchers such as Linda
Flower and John Hayes employ in their research. Such a method
is impractical for most composing; however, it can be quite
instructive as a one-time experiment.
When I share these experiences with my students they are
at first shocked, and then greatly relieved, to learn that my
composing process varies so from the neat and tidy stages of
the model they had internalized. They're often amazed, and
even frightened, by how much energy and hard work can go into
even a brief paper. But I think they also feel that they may
not after all be eternally excluded from- this difficult and

complex but also, as I bear witness, most rewarding activity.
Several times I have bein able to comment with particular
thoroughness on my scraps, notes, and drafts as I composed,
and thus could not only write a more than usually complete
protocol, but also refer directly to my messy pile of papers.

It's worth it, I think, to take a whole class period some time
and try to go through a particular writing experience for
students.. You could use the thermof ax to make copies of all
or parts of your drafts or, more efficiently perhaps, use an
overhead projector.
An obvious offshoot would be to have class members

upon

occasion write brief retrospective protocols of their own
composing process.14 It might also be helpful to have students,
especially advanced students, once or twice keep everything they
wrote for a specific essay. The teacher and the student might
then be able to analyze the "evidence," trying to see where
the writer seems to be working effectively, and where he or
she seems to be using limited strategies. Students working
in small groups could also perform similar kinds of analysis.
Other methods might include: reading anecdotes by professional
writers about their writing habits; asking ordinary'people whose
careers involve a fair amount of writing (other teachers,
lawyers, businessmen, etc.) to talk to your students; writing
on the same topic you've assigned to your students- or, if you

don't use specific topics, working under the iame time constraints, and sharing the results.
Perhaps most important, but hardest to discuss, is the
need for flexibility and common sense.15 I have told my
students, for example, that I've written papers at the last
moment. Still do. But I also tell them that it took years
before I could predict when such delaying tactics constituted
a reasonable, even highly effective method, given the constraints on my energy and time, and when it was the kind of
'procrastination that leaves you'desperate at 3 AM with coffee
nerves and a blank page. My general advice is 'till the same:
given their situation, I urge them to begin their papers early.
I think they may finally have greater respect for that caution,
and be able to apply it more fruitfully, because they realize
that we share a common experience.
I never"argue with success: anything that works works.
As a constantly remind my,students, however, some strategies
are clearly easier on mind and body, as well as-more productive
in the long run, than others. Thus I warn students against
cultivating composing habits which are functional in certain
limited circumstances, but which may finally prove crippling..
The rare bright freshman who announces that he or she has
always gotten B's by writing papers th• night before they're
due needs to be persuaded that although such a practice may
work when the assignment is brief, the student may discover

that he or she will be incapable of dealing with longer,
more complex projects such as term papera and'reports.
IV
A friend and much-respected colleague, Sam Watson, Jr.,
has said: "As we ask ever more intently what it is we know
about writing as product, as process...we may find it
increasingly difficult to specify what'we do know, and we might
even convince ourselves that we know less and less, rather like
the rifleman who stares•so intently at his target that it
"16 Recent concern with research on the composing
disappears.
process represents one of the most positive trends in composition studies in, I would venture to say, decades. We need to
support this research, study it, test it against our own
experiences, apply it in our classrooms. At the same time,
however, we must not underestimate or underutilize our own
personal knowledge our own experiences as writers and as
teachers of writing.
This is far from easy. There is much in our present
educational system which militates against the kind of
development .of personal expertise and involvement with students
that I have been advocating--the large number of composition
classes that too many of us teach; our TA system, which often
pushes students into teaching before they have had even

.a

semblance of adequate training; our increasing dependency
upon and exploitation of part-time staff; the still fairly

low regard with which composition, teaching is held by our
profesbion as a whole. As difficult as it is, we need to
maintain a double focus: we need to continue struggling to
advance our empirical and theoretical-knowledge of the
composing prócess, yet,not forget the importance of both
nurturing and sharing our own personal knowledge of the very
art that we propose to teach. Only thus can we avoid becoming
'living exemplars of the maxim that "those that can, .do;•and
those who can't, teach."
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